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The focus of this project was to create a procedures guide containing
research-supported lessons that facilitate the acquisition of phonological awareness
by students in a preschool or kindergarten classroom. An investigation of the
related literature revealed aspects of phonological awareness that can be taught to
preliterate children before the onset of formal training. The product of this
investigation is a guide containing lessons and activities either extracted from or
modeled after those field tested in many classrooms.
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IDENTIFYING PHONOLOGICAL AWARENESS OUTCOMES
IN A PRESCHOOL SETTING
CHAPTER I
Focus of the Study
Every year a number of very young children are found to be at risk of literacy
failure (Spiegel, 1995). This continues even though research literature tells us that
success is possible for all except a very few (Clay, 1985; Slavin, 1990). A major
obstacle for young readers is understanding the alphabetic code which is made up
of interchangeable parts, the phonemes, onto which words in the speech stream
map (Byrne & Fielding-Barnsley, 1989). They say "that some children were unable
to generalize the alphabetic code " (p. 320).
Research into reading has related early reading success to the knowledge and
skills prereaders possess prior to the onset of formal instruction (Lundberg, Frost, &
Petersen, 1988). Two skills are prominent in the studies: the accuracy and fluency
of naming the letters of the alphabet (Stanovich, Cunningham & Cramer, 1984) and
the ability to discriminate between phonemes, the smaller than syllable speech
sounds that correspond roughly to individual letters in words (Bond & Dykstra,
1967). To the child who realizes that a) words can be broken down into syllables
and sounds (phonemes), and b) that these sounds are part of the speech stream, the
alphabetic script appears to be a reasonable representation of their language.
Those who possess less competence in the areas of letter identification and an
awareness of their speech stream, sometimes called phonological awareness, may
find the system arbitrary and confusing (Ball & Blachman, 1991).
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The significance of early phonological awareness may extend well beyond
influencing beginning reading and spelling. Lack of this ability may initiate "a causal
chain of escalating negative side effects" (Stanovich 1986, p. 364) if educators fail to
train their young students in phonological awareness. Specific early oral
communication experiences can provide the means for children to become wellacquainted with the structure of their auditory forms, facilitating other sound
associated tasks usually required in learning to read. Elkonin (1973) emphasized
that experiences with the vocal aspects of language needs to precede the learning
of the alphabetic symbols.
Evidence from longitudinal studies shows that phonological awareness can be
developed through explicit training before reading instruction (Lundberg et al.
1988). Phonological awareness facilitates the acquisition of reading, providing
evidence of a causal link (Bradley & Bryant, 1985; Tunmer & Nesdale, 1985;
Treiman & Baron, 1983; Velluntino & Scanlon, 1987). The effects of training were
lasting and easily transferred to new tasks and formats (Lundberg et al).
Of the various approaches used to teach reading, those that include systematic
phonics instruction have provided readers with an advantage in reading unfamiliar
words and spelling skills (Adams, 1994; Ball & Blachman, 1991; Cunningham,
1990; Fox & Routh, 1984; Lundberg et al. 1988). However, "it is unlikely that
children lacking phonological awareness can benefit from phonics instruction"
(Juel, Griffith, & Gough, 1986). Additionally, a study using first through fourth
grade children of airforce families, substantiated the finding that "low" phonological
"awareness contributes to slow acquisition of decoding" (Juel 1988, p. 446).
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In spite of compelling evidence regarding its benefits, activities to build
phonological awareness have not routinely been part of the preschool or
kindergarten classroom program (Blachman, 1991). This project is aimed at
providing a vehicle from which teachers can begin teaching phonological
awareness skills to their students. Based on a literature review, lessons will be
developed in five dimensions of phonological awareness: rhyme, oddity tasks,
blending or syllable splitting, phonological segmentation, and phoneme
manipulation. Research has shown that training in these areas has provided young
readers success in learning to read (Bradley & Bryant, 1985; Rosner & Simon,
1971; Share, Jorm, Maclean & Matthews, 1984; Yopp, 1988).
Statement of the Problem
Research results suggest that aspects of phonological awareness, shown to be a
potent predictor of reading success (Stanovich, 1986), can be taught to preliterate
children and that it contributes to gains in reading and spelling (Ball & Blackman,
1988). However, "despite the evidence" that explicit training is invaluable,
"activities to build phonological awareness have not routinely been integrated into
our kindergarten or first grade" (Blachman, 1991, p. 53) programs, nor have they
been part of pre-kindergarten testing. The need for some kind of procedures guide
to help those who desire to include this type of training in their programs is evident.
Purpose of the Project
The purpose of this project was to create a procedures guide containing research
supported lessons that facilitate the acquisition of phonological awareness skills by
students in preschool and kindergarten classrooms.
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Definition of Terms
1. blending - responding to a sequence of isolated speech sounds by recognizing
and pronouncing the word they make up (Lewkowicz, 1980).
2. mapping - the ability to match the verbal sounds of language to the graphic
presentation, based on one's language schema.
3. oddity tasks - tasks that measure ones ability to focus attention on the
components of a word's sounds that make them alike or different, rhyme or
alliteration (Adams, 1994).
4. phonemes - individual sounds of which spoken words in language are comprised
(Eldredge, 1995).
5. phonics - learning spelling to sound correspondences and sounding out words
(Griffith & Olson, 1992).
6. phonological analysis - the ability to deal explicitly and segmentally with sound
units smaller than the syllable (Adams, 1994).
7. phonological awareness- knowledge about the segmental structure of the spoken
word (Byrne & Fielding-Barnsley, 1989).
8. phonological segmentation - separately articulating (isolating) all the sounds of a
word, in correct order (Elkonin, 1973).
9. phoneme manipulation - add, delete or move isolated phonemes and
pronounce the resultant word produced.
10. prereader - one who has not yet received formal reading instruction.
11. rhyme - having an ear for the similarities of the sounds appearing at the end of
words.
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12. syllable splitting - ability to break off the initial phoneme of a word, pronounce
it in isolation, then to say what is left (Adams, 1994).
13. specific learning disabled - "a disorder in one or more of the basic psychological
processes involved in understanding or using spoken language which prevents
the student from achieving commensurate with his or her age and ability levels in
one or more areas: oral expression, listening comprehension, written expression
basic reading skill, reading comprehension, mathematics calculations, and
mathematics reasoning, when provided with learning experiences appropriate to
the student's age and ability levels" (WAC 392-172-126).

CHAPTER 2
REVIEW OF LITERATURE

In most school districts, the reading program is
prescribed.

Often the decision to purchase prescribed

materials is made on the basis of administrative decisions,
rather than on current research findings.

Frequently the

choice of the reading program results in the adoption of a
basal reading series.

This chapter focuses on the positive

and negative aspects of published reading curriculums.

It

also examines the positive and negative aspects of teaching
beginning reading with less traditional methods including
the use of teacher-made materials.
Positive Aspects of Published Programs
Educators who believe strongly in published materials
would have us believe that the salient features of
programmed instruction (use of behavioral goals,
sequential organization of the material, active student
involvement, use of individual rates of progress, use
of immediate feedback, and the reinforcement principle)
are unique to programmed methodology.

(Shore, as cited

in Smith, 1971, p. 106)
Basal reading series come with many materials:
''readers, manuals, workbooks, and almost innumerable
6
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listening and speaking vocabularies, (3) top to bottom
directionality, and (4) left to right progression (Durkin,
1989).

After completing a readiness workbook, children move

up to pre-primers.
books.

These are soft-covered, short story

The reading level is simple and easy because this

type of material is also aimed at beginning reading
students.

The vocabulary is taught in a gradual manner.

After a word has been introduced, it is repeated many times
on subsequent pages.

Completion of the pre-primer leads to

the primer, which is the first hard-covered book in a
series.
Because of the wide variety of reading abilities within
a class, teachers must have an organizational pattern to
structure the use of the program.

The usual organization is

based on three groups using different levels of workbooks
and readers for different groups.

Individual worksheets

provide for the individualization of the program (Chall,
1983).

Simple worksheets give students the opportunity to

practice skills they already know, as well as the experience
to do work at a desk with grown-up-like paperwork.
Worksheets may empower successful students to feel
accomplishment or they master a particular skill or set of
skills in the worksheet (Marzollo, 1988).
One published program that has been used for years is
the DISTAR program.

The lessons are taught with small

groups of children and are teacher directed.

Each lesson
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lasts approximately 20 minutes.

Teachers rely on

question-and-answer sessions where only one right answer is
requested for each question.
among the students.

There is little interaction

Workbooks are often used as

reinforcement of the skills (Peck, McCraig, & Sapp, 1988).
Another popular program is Demonstration and Research Center
for Early Education (DARCEE).
teacher-directed.
in materials.

As with DISTAR, it is

However, DARCEE contains a wider variety

It relies on manipulative materials and

functions with the assistance of parents as teachers (Moore,
1977, cited in Peck, McCrAig, & Sapp, 1988).
Published reading programs are well organized, contain
various materials, and are sequentially designed to teach
children reading skills.

At the same time, published

materials have been frequently criticized because they rely
heavily on pencil and paper activities.
Negative Aspects of Published Materials
Because children learn through rote instruction, this
does not mean the children have understood the material they
have memorized (Bredekemp, 1986b).

Current basal readers

and materials have changed minimally in content or format
over the last 20 years.

Many published programs advise

following rigid activities with little variability.
Activities that are too rigid may lead to unwarranted
beliefs such as:

(1) teacher-directed work is the best way

for young children to learn,

(2) the earlier a subject is
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•

taught the better, (3) play has little value,

(4) children

are not interested in learning unless an incentive is
rewarded, and (5) success and winning are the most
important.

According to Rogers and Sawyers (1988), ''this

approach to education will not give children the skills and
attitudes they need to be able to adapt to the demands of
the future" (p. vi),

Unfortunately, kindergarten children

will do many activities that are inappropriate for their age
level.

Often by third grade, however, they are bored wiib

the activities presented by formal teaching programs (Katz,
1988).
According to the National Association for the Education

•

of Young Children (NAEYC) and their book, Kindergarten
Policies, What is Best for Young Children? ''kindergartens
that stress academic development through worksheets; many
total-class, teacher-instructed activities; and reward and
punishment approaches to discipline are not based on current
theory'' (Peck, McCraig, & Sapp, 1988, p. 34).

Most

published programs tend to be dominated by worksheets,
drill, and practice (Katz, 1988).

When worksheets are

introduced to young children before they are ready, children
may develop poor self-concepts and may harbor bad feelings
towards themselves.

Worksheets do not account for

individual creativity or individual abilities; there is only
one correct response.

•

Right-wrong worksheets used for
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practicing skills often develop restless children.
little challenge in this (Marzollo, 1988).

There is

Church stated

right-wrong worksheets don't teach, they test only
limited and often unimportant skills.

Often, they

don't test what they appear to test, either.

If your

child has the prerequisite skills, he or she succeeds
with the worksheet.

But if your child doesn't, he or

she practices the skill incorrectly and fails.

(as

cited in Marzollo, 1988, p. 109)
Publishers claim that workbooks help to individualize
instruction through the use of worksheets.

The

individualization that appears to take place is the assigned

•

day students complete specific worksheets (Katz, 1988) •
Careful observation of the worksheets in workbooks will
surface pages that are not appropriate for each student, and
some that should be completed by all students (Carbo, 1987).
There seems to be a continuing assumption by many teachers
that each child must complete every page in the workbook.
This idea is based on the concept that reading ability is
only a general ability; children that read at a second grade
level, must use all the second grade materials in order to
progress to the next level (Durkin, 1970).

Kamii (as cited

in Marzollo, 1988) has stated that worksheets are popular
materials among teachers because they are visible records of
student learning •

•
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•

Worksheets can be effectively presented.

Right and

wrong answers do not have to be the goal of these
worksheets.

Examples of good worksheets are:

(1)

Imagination worksheets--asks a question and lets the child
answer in their own creative way,

(2) Experiment

worksheets--recording results from observations of a
scientific experiment, and (3) Charts and Graphs--charting
;

't

eye color, focusing on more and less than (Marzollo, 1988).
Students can interpret new concepts and ideas through art
work, drawing or painting (Throne, 1988).

Open-ended

worksheets are excellent examples of worksheets that record
individual creative work.

•

Worksheets are not devastatingly harmful if they are
used sparingly, but a program that is based solely on the
function of worksheets is suspect (Marzollo, 1988).
Published reading materials have advantages; they are
organized sequentially, produce explicit directions for the
use and administration of the program, and supply many
various materials.

Published materials can be enhanced and

made more effective if supplemental with teacher-made
materials.
Positive Aspects of Teacher-Made Materials
Young children develop their own knowledge from the
experiences in their lives.

They are capable of solving

problems and thinking creatively when provided with

•

challenging opportunities.

Knowledge gained through
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experiences contains meaning that remains in the child's
mind far longer than rote learning (Marzollo, 1988),
Primary-aged children are capable of using symbols such as
words and numbers; however, they still need concrete
reference points.

Children, who are typically in the stage

of concrete operations, will obtain skills that will be
helpful in traditional school settings (Elkind, as cited in
1
'f

Bredekemp, 1986c).

Given the chance to participate with

concrete experiences, children will develop ideas, concepts,
and feelings they can talk about and write about (Freeman

&

Hatch, 1989).
Piaget called the stage from the ages of five to seven,

•

preoperational.

This means children at this stage are

dominated by their perceptions of how things appear at a
particular moment in time.

Concern of the before and after

of the object are not important to the child.

This stage of

development is characteristic of children who cannot think
of two thoughts at the same time or make comparisons that
might lead to greater understanding (Lay-Dopyera & Dopyera,
1987).

Children gradually learn to grow beyond their

general perceptions of limited experiences and use other
ideas to influence their thinking.

This decentering process

happens within several cognitive and intellectual
activities--seriation, classification, number concepts,
causality, space concepts, time concepts, and language usage

•

(Lay-Dopyera & Dopyera, 1987).

Young children learn more by
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•

touching, tasting, seeing, and smelling, than learning from
just listening.

Children are capable of adding and

subtracting numbers, however they need to have real objects
in front of them to work with (Kantrowitz & Wingert, 1989).
Introducing new ideas to young children needs to be
done at the concrete level through firsthand interaction
with the environment.

After this, children move into a

stage of semiabstract level of learning.

This level of

learning utilizes materials such as puzzles, pictures, ani
lotto games.

These activities help bridge the gap between

the real objects and symbolic items.

When a child paints a

picture and names the painting, this is a step towards

•

understanding symbolic representation.

Piaget has referred

to learning of this type as invented understandings .
Research led Piaget to the conclusion that children
understand and learn what they personally invent (Fields,
Spangler,

& Lee,

1991).

Simmons and Brewer (1985) state that children learn
most efficiently through play.

Traditional thought has been

that play denies children from learning valuable
information.

This assumption is the source of problems for

educators of young children.

Play is really the work and

principle means of learning for young children.
What is the distinction between work and play?

Work is

what must be done to avoid an unpleasant situation or obtain

•

something of value.

Play is when one chooses to do
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•

something because it brings pleasant or happy feelings
(Fields, Spangler, & Lee, 1991),

Sitting still for a large

amount of time is difficult for little children to do.
Denckla (as cited in Kantrowitz & Wingert, 1989, p. 8) puts
it this way, ''learning by doing is much less boring.''
Children need plenty of time to play and interact with
real objects and events before they will be able to
understand symbols like letters and numbers,

Learning can

take place when young children are given the chance to
experiment, touch, and manipulate the objects they are
familiar with (Bredekemp, 1986a).

Discovery experiences

with real objects provide new or added meaning to a child's

•

background knowledge or vocabulary,

Working with real

objects also enhances children's large muscle and small
muscle skills (Fields, Spangler, & Lee, 1991).
Play and exploration are intertwined,

They are not

separate experiences but need each other to function
naturally and foster learning,

Research has linked these

two concepts to convergent and divergent thinking.

One

research study utilized three groups of young children to
show the relation between the thinking levels.

"In a

typical task children are asked to retrieve an out-of-reach
object and, in order to do so, must figure out how to join
two or more sticks together to make one long enough to reach
the lure'' (Rogers & Sawyers, 1988, p. 59).

•

One group of

children was left alone to play with the sticks, the ·second
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group was shown how to put the sticks together, while the
third group did not have the luxury of the demonstration or
free play.

The results of the study showed the children in

group one performed better than the other two groups.
were able to solve the problem alone.

They

This study

illustrated the importance of problem solving through play
and exploration.

Children are motivated from within to

learn.
Learning the alphabet, spelling a friend's name, or
writing a grocery list are more meaningful when they are
learned through play (Rogers & Sawyers, 1988).

Given

relevant and meaningful information, children's motivation

•

level will increase and persist to discover more (Bredekemp,
1986a) •
Using children's own experiences, concerns, and
interests as a stepping stone for teaching will glaringly
show the inappropriateness of prepackaged programs.

The

skills taught in prepackaged programs remove language from
its meaningful context and confuse students more than
enlightening them (Throne, 1988).

Especially in the

beginning, when reading should be made personal to young
children, materials need not be purchased (Durkin, 1970).
Centers-Based Management
An important curricular question that must be answered
is:

•

How does a teacher design a curriculum which is

developmentally appropriate ''hands-on," intrinsically·
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•

motivating, and challenging?

At least, in part, an answer

lies in supplementing a basal program with a centers based
approach.
Kindergarten teachers are expected to either develop
their own curriculum, work with colleagues to plan
curriculum that fits within a specific school setting
(often such a curriculum is part of a K-6 or K-8
1

continuum), or use a prescribed curriculum.

In any of

't

these situations, learning centers can offer responsive
possibilities for teaching a complex mixture of skills,
subject content, and character traits.

(Myers &

Maurer, 1987, p. 21)

•

In a classroom where centers are the mainstay, teaching
methods and physical environment of the room go hand-in-hand
(Marzollo, 1987).
A center is defined as ''space (i.e., table, floor, mat,
packing box, wall, play area) may have defined or open-ended
educational objectives, and either is self-directing or has
instructions included within the center" (Myers & Maurer,
1987, p. 22).

According to Day,

(as cited in Myers &

Maurer) a centers-based approach to learning facilitates
three basic ideas:

''intentional strategy for the active

involvement of children, experienced based learning, and
individualization in relation to children's developmental
abilities, interests, and learning styles" (p. 21).

•

This

also allows the teacher to be free to work with individual
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•

children or small groups of children, enabling the class as
a whole to work on techniques such as coaching, peer
tutoring, and individual learning rates (Bredekemp &
Shepard, 1989).

Teachers need to give up the role of

authority and actively become involved with the students
(Kantrowitz & Wingert, 1989).

Children must be given the

time and freedom to experiment, create, and explore freely
or in a small group of children (Seefeldt, 1989).
Designing effective centers is a very time consuming
task in the beginning.

However, once the initial work is

finished, the teacher is able to focus on the children and
their needs.

Creating appropriate learning centers allows

children to develop personal attributes, character traits,

•

simultaneously learning skills and subject matter (Marzollo,
1987).
Careful decisions need to be made before making the
centers.
as:

Many questions need to be answered beforehand such

Will the centers run all day?

the number of children at a center?
will there be?

What kinds of centers

How often will the centers change?

there be directions for each center?
by the students?

Will there be a limit to

Will

Should records be kept

Physically, how will the classroom

environment look? (Myers & Maurer, 1987)
questions have answers that are simple.

Some of the
For example,

centers are set up to accommodate several students at one

•

time.

Teachers need to impose a limit to the number .of
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•

students at one center at a time.
more space than others.
changed frequently.

Some centers may require

For this reason, centers need to be

There would not be enough room in a

class to maintain the same centers all year (Marzollo,
1987).

There should be clear and understandable pictures

for each center, along with examples for students to follow.
There are three different types of centers:
self-directing/self-correcting, self-directing/open-ended,
and teacher-instructed/exploratory.
Self-directing/self-correcting centers use materials that
will tell the learner whether a given action is right or
wrong.

•

Puzzles and other toys with parts, battery operated

games, and computer assisted games are examples of this type
of center.

Self-directing/open-ended centers have a variety

of outcomes, even some that are not considered appropriate.
This center takes on many different roles, creating a
building with blocks, listening to a story with a tape
cassette and book, drawing or painting a picture and
dictating a story about the artwork or a sociodramatic play
area.

The third center, teacher-instructed/exploratory,

gives the students the chance to further explore techniques
or ideas that were previously presented by the teacher in a
directed activity (Myer & Maurer, 1987).
It is apparent that many activities will be taking
place in the classroom at once (Faggella & Horowitz, 1990) •

•
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•

If the students are in small or individual groupings, this
type of learning can take place.
Throne (1988) claims early childhood programs need to
be flexible and provide opportunities for growth and success
for all children.

Feeling confident about their learning

capabilities and themselves is a strong part of every
program.
I
't

Environments where children are able to explore

and experiment are crucial.

Providing stimulating

environments provides for discovery, critical thinking, and
creative expression.
A centers-based approach to teaching is a
time-consuming task.

•

It also requires the classroom to have

ample supply room for the materials.
Conclusion
Although there are predictable sequences of human
behavior, it must not be lost in the big picture that all
children are unique and individual.

Their individual

personalities, learning styles, rate of growth, and family
backgrounds are all different.

Schools need to be flexible

in their teaching methods and expectations.

Due to the

variability in individual differences, variety in teaching
methods should be used (Bredekemp, 1986c).

Keep in mind

that some methods will work for some children and other
methods will work best for the remaining.
The author is not suggesting that teacher-made

•

materials are the perfect way to teach beginning reading
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CHAPTER3

PROCEDURE

Once the topic was decided upon, the author proceeded to review selected
literature related to phonological awareness skills, needed by preliterate children,
I

· l:hat would facilitate reading and spelling at the onset of formal training. A second
avenue of investigation led to the identification of practical research based lessons
and activities appropriate for the preschool or kindergarten age child. The results of
the search were organized into a procedures guide for use by the teachers of
children.
Lessons in the procedures guide are organized in order of difficulty under
headings that describe the actions a student will make while accomplishing the tasks
(i.e., sound matching, sound isolation, sound segmentation, sound blending and
sound substitution).
Included in the guide are materials which augment the lessons and a copy of the
Yopp-Singer Test of Phoneme Segmentation, a research tested tool, for those who
wish to test their student's level of phonological awareness.
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CHAPTER4

A PROCEDURES GUIDE FOR TEACHING
PHONOLOGICAL AWARENESS

BY
Julie A Taylor
August, 1996

2

There is nothing that can affect the success of a young life more than learning
to read. Failure at the onset can follow a child for the rest of their life. The most
critical factors supporting fluent word reading is the prereader's ability to recognize
letters, spelling patterns and whole words, effortlessly, automatically, and visually
(Adams, 1994).
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Dear Teacher,

Many children enter school prepared with much of the understanding,
expectations and prior knowledge that their lessons will require. On the basis of that
knowledge, they are able to fill in any gaps they may have. Others begin school
without preparation. In extreme situations some will only come to know what we
help them to learn and as we help them to learn it (Adams, 1994). Even though
children may have the same exposure to print, some do not pick up the
phonological skills, sensitivity to the sounds of the language that others do. "Low
aptitude children learn the phonics they are taught and do not pick it up as a by
product of more general reading" (Barr, R. and Freeben, R. with Wiratchai, N,
1983).
The ability to recognize letters of the alphabet and awareness of the phonemes,
speech sounds to which they correspond, are critical factors in the difficulty or ease
with which children learn to read (Adams, 1994). Given evidence that phonological
awareness is of utmost importance for learning to read (Tunmer, Herriman &
Nesdale 1988) many urge that all children be given instruction specifically designed
to teach these skills. in order for children to learn to read we must ensure, as much
as humanly possible, that they are equipped with skills to meet that challenge.
The purpose of this guide book is to provide practical, research-backed lessons
that teachers, parents and guardians, can pick up and use to teach the velJI
important skills of phonological awareness.
Julie A. Taylor
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About The Contents

To make this procedures guide user friendly, lessons have been organized in
order of difficulty under headings that describe the actions a student will make while
accomplishing the tasks (i.e. sound matching, sound isolation, sound segmentation,
sound blending and sound substitution). The Appendix contains pictures that
teachers can use to augment the initial stages of phonological awareness lessons.
Included is a list of children's books, both stories and poems, that emphasis the
sounds of the language. The guide also contains word lists to add to the existing
lessons and make development of additional lessons easier.
A copy of the Yopp-Singer Test of Phoneme Segmentation, a research tested
tool, has been included for those teacher's that may wish to test their student's level
of phonological awareness.
Because the acquisition of phonological awareness appears to be componential,
it is recommended that lessons be introduced in order of difficulty; first) sound
matching, second) sound isolation, third) sound segmentation, fourth) sound
blending, and fifth) sound substitution.
Another recommendation is that sounds within words be introduced in this
order; initial, final, then medial. In the word segmentation section, it is
advised that one work in the order of segmenting paragraphs into sentences,
then sentences into words, and then words into phonemes. After the initial
introduction many repetitions are suggested.
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Sound Matching

In the Sound Matching section students are expected to
match the initial, medial or final sound of words with a targeted
word sound. The teacher achieves this through the use of
pictures of familiar objects, games, books and songs.

C
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Sound Matching

Initial Sound
Objective:

Given a target letter sound presented in song format, students will
choose from a group of displayed pictures one that begins with the
same sound.

Materials:

Tune to "Jimmy Cracked Corn and I Don't Care"
Pictures of familiar objects (See Appendix page 40).
Pocket chart

Procedure:

1. Teacher sings the following lyrics to the tune in the song "Jimmy
Cracked Corn and I Don't Care"
Who has an "/s/" word to share with us?
Who has an ../s/" word to share with us?
Who has an "/sf" word to share with us?
It must start with the "/s/.. sound%

2. Teacher asks students to choose, from pictures displayed in the
pocket chart, one that begins with a targeted sound.
3. After a word with a matching beginning sound is chosen, the
teacher leads the class in singing the second verse with the
name of the picture included:

Snake
Snake
Snake
Snake
Snake

is a word that
is a word that
is a word that
is a word that
starts with the

starts with ..,s..
starts with ../s/'"
starts with "Isl"
starts with "/s/"
.., sf"• sound

NOTE; The "/s/" symbol stands for the sound of the targeted letter. The sound of
the letter is sung not the name. Children sing only the sounds of letters, not names.
Lyrics may be adapted to any sound to which the teacher or children wish to draw
attention to. (example: ..Who has a "/ti" word to share with us?) children
can generate their own words from items around the room once the format has
been learned.
Group size:

large, small or pairs

Source: Yopp, H.K., (1995).
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Sound Maldring

Initial Sound
Objective: Students will match two picture cards (playing card size) beginning with
the same sound in a game of concentration.
Materials:

Deck of teacher-made picture cards, two each, that have the same
beginning sounds.

Procedure: 1. Picture cards are placed face down on the table.
2. Teacher models the game of concentration, turning two cards over.
3. If the beginning sounds match, the cards are kept, if not, they are
returned to their former position.
4. Game is over when all cards are matched.
Group size: Individual, or pairs.
NOTE:

This game can be used for final, and medial sounds also.
Children might enjoy drawing or cutting pictures out of magazines to
make cards for this game.
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Sound Matching

Tic Tac Bingo
Initial Sound
Objective: Students will demonstrate their knowledge of sounds by covering a
square containing a picture beginning with the same beginning sound
as the pronounced word.
Materials:

Teacher-made sheets with a grid of 9 squares with drawn or cut out
pictures in them. See Appendix page 40 for sample sheets.
Small squares of colored paper to cover the pictures
Squares with words on them.
Coffee can to put word squares in.
Give each student a game board and 9 colored squares.
Place the word squares in a coffee can.
Teacher draws a word card out of the can and calls out the word.
Students cover their picture with a square if the beginning sound
matches.
5. When a student covers an entire row they call out "lk Tac 131111tl".
6. The word caller checks to see if sounds in the called words
correspond to the covered ones.
7. Game may continue until Blackout is reached.

Procedure: 1.
2.
3.
4.

Group size: Large, or small.
NOTE:

Variation - picture grids and word cards can be made for ending
sounds.
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Sound Matching

Boxes
Initial Sound
Objective:

Given a target letter sound presented in a story format, students will
choose words for a project that match the initial sound.

Materials:

Book More Bugs in Boxes by Carter, D.
Paper for flap books
Equipment for drawing and coloring
See Appendix page 40 for additional books.

Procedure: 1. Teacher reads the book More Bugs in Boxes.
2. Teacher directs the children to make their own "open the flap" book
with drawings of interesting bugs hidden away under each flap.
3. Children name each bug representing a particular initial sound.
Group size: Large, small

Source: Yopp, H.K., (1995).
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S0m1d Matching

Odd Man Out
Final Sound
Objective:

Children will pick from picture cards that are presented, the one that
does not end the same or rhyme.

Materials:

Picture Cards (See Appendix page 40).
Pocket Chart

Procedure: 1. Teacher says the name of each card displayed (Example: "ball•all•
all... "wall•all•all". "hat•at•at".
2. Teacher asks "which one does not sound the same?..
3. Children choose the odd one.
Group size: Large, small or individual.
NOTE: Can eventually be done independently.

Source: Bradley and Bryant, (1985)
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Sound Matching

The Postman
Objective:

The students will demonstrate their ability to differentiate between
sounds by matching the beginning, medial or final sound of a picture
card with the targeted sound also on a picture card.

Materials:

Picture cards (small ones)
Individual cubbie holes or mail boxes
Dead letter box
"To Be Delivered" box
Main mail box with picture attached that begins with the targeted
sound.

Procedure:

1. The Teacher appoints a child to deliver mail from the "To Be
Delivered" box.
2. Child "Postman" delivers a picture card to each child's cubbie
(before class or at recess).
3. After delivery, Teacher records on a record sheet which children
received a matching or nonmatching picture card.
4. Teacher places the target beginning, ending, medial sound card
that children will match their cards to, on the front of the main
mail box.
5. Children put cards that match the target sound card in the mail
box, nonmatching cards are put in the dead letter box.
6. If a child places a card in the wrong box, it is put back in their
cubbie for remailing.

Group size: Large or small.
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Sound Matching

Sound Wall
Objective:

Children will demonstrate their knowledge of letter sounds by cutting
out a picture from a magazine, news paper etc. to display on the
sound wall that matches a beginning, medial or final target sound ..

Materials:

One blank wall
Picture cards (See Appendix page 40).
Magazines

Procedure:

1. Teacher tells the children that "We are bUlldlnt a '°W4lrd Wair'
fln 4lllf wall we "111 put a wlledwn d W4lfds that share
1he same S4lund. SclmeUmes flllf soond "111 be at 1he
bel!lnnlnt d 1he W4lfd. S4lmeffmes In 1he middle. S4lmeUmes
at 1he end."
2. Teacher says "Tooay flllf pk;lure Is a (Example)..snake".
3. Then the teacher says, "rflllf Joo Is k> find a pk;lure that
bel!lns "1th 1he same soond that Is at the bel!lnnlnt d the
W4lfd snake".
4. Teacher says "'"1() ran tell me What soond the W4lfd
"snake" betlns fflthr'
5. Teacher waits for a response.
6. If the wrong sound is given, teacher corrects. Example: If a
picture
with the "/kl" sound was given, the teacher would say, .. •tat
betlm "1th "/kl". We are lookln! f4lr the soond at the
bel!lnnlnt d snake. Let's say It k>!ether "Isl /Rake/".
"'ffllllt soond Is at

the beelnnint d 'snake"'
7. When a child gets the answer correct the teacher directs the class
helpers to pass out magazines to each child.
8. Teacher says "Look throosh YClllf ~lne and find a
pk;lure bel!lnnint "1th"/sl" as in 'snake....
9. If the child chooses a picture with the wrong sound the
teacher says "lhls pk;lure bel!lm "1th "/ , ... Yflll need an
"Isl" pk;lure as in 'snake....
10. After the correct sound picture is found, it is tacked to the wall by
each child.
11. Activity is over when everyone finds the correct letter picture.
Group size:
NOTE:

Large or small.
Encourage children to help one another and discuss why they chose
their picture.
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Sound Isolation

In the Sound Isolation section students are expected to
isolate and give the sound of the beginning, rnedial or final
sound of a word. The teacher achieves this through songs and
word games that emphasize sounds.
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Sound Isolation

Sounds Around the World
Initial, Medial, and Final Sound

Objective:

Children will isolate and name the beginning, medial or
final sound of a pictured word.

Materials:

Poster board with a circle on it divided into three different
colored sections (red, blue, yellow) and a spinner in the
center.
Corresponding colored cards with pictures on one side. (red
cards, initial sound words, blue cards, medial sound words,
yellow cards, final sound words.)

Procedure:

1. One child spins the spinner.
2. The same child draws a card from a colored pile that
corresponds to the color the spinner stopped on.
3. The child tells the name of the picture (example:"cap")
and the initial sound "/cl".
4. If the child says it incorrectly the teacher corrects saying the correct
sound, the card is put on the bottom of the pile to be drawn again.
If the child is correct, they keep the card.
5. Child with the most cards wins.
6. Game is over when cards are all gone.

Group size:

Small, or pairs.

Variation:

The same game idea can be used for final and medial sounds.
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Sound Isolation

Old McDonald's Sound
Initial Sound
Objective: Students will demonstrate that they can identify the initial sound in a
string of words used in a song by naming the target sound ..
Materials: Know the tune to "Old MacDonald had a Farm".
Procedure: 1. Teacher models singing the following words to the tune "Old
MacDonald had a Farm"

lt11at"s the sound that starts these words?
TurUe. time and teeth?
2. Teacher waits for a response.
3. Teacher continues after the sound has been guessed.
"/ti.. is the sound that starts these words:

turUe. time. and teeth.
Wdh a "/ti", "!ti" here. and a "/ti", "It!" there,
liere a "/ti'\ there a "/ti''. eveO'Where a "/ti"• ../ti"•
../ti" is the sound that starts these words:
lurUe. time and teeth!
miat"s the sound that starts these words?
Chicken. chin, and cheek?
4. Teacher waits for a response.
5. Teacher continues after the sound has been guessed.
"I chi" is the sound that starts these words:

Chicken. chin, and cheek?
Wdh a "/th/", "/th/" here. and a "/th/", "/ch/" there.
liere a "/th/", there a "/chi". eveO'Where a ../th/".
"/th/" is the sound that starts these words:
Chicken. chin and cheek!
lt1Jat"s the sound that starts these words?
UaddY, duck. and deep?
6. Teacher waits for a response.
7. Teacher continues after the sound has been guessed .

../d/" is the sound that starts these words:
UaddY, duck. and deep.
Wdh a "/di''. "/d/" here, and a ../di''. "Id/" there.
liere a "/di". there a ../di''. eveO'Where a ../d/", ../d/"
"/d/" is the sound that starts these words:
Uaddy. duck and deep.
8. Additional words with common initial sounds can be used.
9. Children choose words and take turns leading.
Group size: Large
Source: Yopp, H.K., (1992).
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Sound Isolation

Pop Goes the Sound
Initial Sound
Objective:

Students will show their ability to isolate (separate the initial sound
away from the rest of the word, then add the ending) by using the
onset-rime technique when singing the refrain in the song "Pop Goes
the Weasel".

Materials:

Know the words to "Pop Goes the Weasel".

Procedure: 1. Teacher models singing the song "Pop Goes the Weasel".
All around tbe mulberry bush
tlle monkey chased tbe weasel
The monkey, tllought it was all in run,
l)•p•p•p•l)OI) goes tbe weasel%
2. The final line is sung in a shot gun fashion "l)•p•p•p•l)()I) !!oes tbe
weasel!"
3. Teacher models changing the "l)•p•p•p•l)()I) to "li•h•h•h•tl()I) 6oes
tlle 13unny. or J-i·i·i-Jump 6oes tbe frogie ..
4. Children join in.
5. Children volunteer animals and verbs.
Group size: Large.
Variation:

Change the animal and verbs.

Source: Yopp, H.K., (1992).
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Sound Isolation

Final Sound
Objective:

Children will be able to tell the final sound that is alike in three words
when given in a song format.

Materials:

Know the tune to "Old MacDonald Had a Farm".
See Appendix for list of words with the same final sound.

Procedure: 1. Teacher models singing these words to the tune "Old MacDonald
Had a Farm".

What's the sound at the end of these words?
Unck and cake and beak?
2. Teacher waits for a response.
3. When a correct answer is given the teacher continues singing.
"/kl" is the sound at the end of these words:

Unck and cake and beak.
With a "/kl''. "!kl" here, and a "/kl''. ../kl" there,
liere a "/kl''. there a "/kl''. everywhere a "/kl", "!kl".
"'/kl" is the sound at the end of these words:
Unck and cake and beak%
4. Teacher continues on in this pattern.
5. Children choose words with the same ending sounds and act as
leader.
Group size: Large
NOTE: "/k/" means to say only the sound, not the letter.

Source: Yopp, H.K., (1992).
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Sound Isolation

Medial Sound
Objective:

Children will be able to tell the medial sound that is alike in
three given words presented in a song format.

Materials:

Know the tune to the song "Old MacDonald Had a Farm".
See Appendix for a list of words with the same medial sound.

Procedure:

1. Teacher models singing these words to the tune of "Old
MacDonald Had a Farm".

What•s the sound in the middle of these words:
leaf and deep and meat?
2. Teacher waits for a response.
3. When there is a correct response, the teacher continues .

../ee/ .. is the sound in the middle of these words:
leaf and deep and meat.
With an ..,eel'". "'lee/.. here. and an ..,eel''. ..,ee/.. there,
liere an "'/eel''. there an "fee/", ever,,where an ..,eel''.
••tee/".
..,ee/.. is the sound in the middle of these words:
leaf and deep and meat!
4. Teacher continues on in this pattern.
5. Students choose words with the same medial sound and act as
leader.
Group size:

Large.

NOTE:

"/ee/" means to say only the sound, not the letter.

Source: Yopp, H.K., (1992).
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Sound Segmentation

In the Sound Segmentation section students are expected to
segment paragraphs into sentences, then sentences into words
and finally words into phonemes. The teacher achieves this by
using student originated stories, word games, and songs meant
to emphasize the sounds in language
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Sound Segmentation

News Of The Day
(sentences in a paragraph and words in a sentence)
Objective:

Children will demonstrate their knowledge of sentences in a
paragraph by counting sentences in a pocket chart.

Materials:

Large sentence strips
Writing utensil
Pocket Chart

Procedure: 1. Teacher says "llo,-s and !!iris since some of you may have
some important thin!!s that you would like to share with
everyone, we are 110in11 to start a sort of newspaper called
the "Uaily ~ews". "Uoos anyone have some interestin!!
news item they would like to share?"
2. While children share, the teacher writes sentences depicting what
they said. (Example: Molly's cat had kittens)
3. Teacher puts the sentences in the pocket chart.
4. As they go along the teacher has various children count the number
of sentences so far.
5. When they are all finished the teacher reads the "l)aily ~ews•._
6. The class counts sentences and words together.
Group size: Large or small.
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Sound Segmentation

Taylor Turtle says "Say It, Move It"
(words in names or phrases)
Objective: Students will move a checker from one end of a line that is segmented,
to the other end, to represent the number of words in a sentence.
Materials:

White paper with a segmented line across the middle. (See Appendix
page%).
Checkers.
Stuffed Turtle

Procedure: 1. Sit a student at a table with the paper and Turtle in front of
him/her.
2. Place two checkers on the right end of the segmented line.
3. Tell the student '"MY tur0e•s name h l,m« Turlle".
4. Next say, "Wat.th \that I oo mlh the d1ec;kers \then I say his

name."
5. Teacher says ../T,m«/" ../Turlle/". As you say each
part of the name (first and last), move a checker from the right side
of the line to the left side of the line.
6. Then teacher says to the child, "(am Ume I say sc:methlnt I
mll move a thocker". "Now I mll oo It a,aln."
7. Say "/J,m«" and move a checker from the right side of the
segmented line to the left side (One checker on each segment of
the line to represent each of the words).
8. Say "/Jurtle/" and move the second checker from the right side of
the segmented line to sit on a segment beside the first checker.
9. After modeling, the child is asked to perform the task with the
teacher.
10. Tell the student '"lhh adlvlty h taHed "'Say If. Move Ir'
betaffle every Ume )1)11 say smtetltlnt YOU move a

thetker".
11. Practice this same technique on sentences with five or six one
syllable words. (Example: Sam Smith has red socks)
Group size: Small or Individuals.
NOTE:

Children may relate to sentences about other classmates.

Source: Masterek, D & Brown, L, (1995).
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Sound Segmentation

Say the Syllable and Move It
(syllables in words)
Objective: Students will show the number of syllables in a word by moving
checkers, along a segmented line, to represent each syllable.
Materials:

Checkers
Sheet of paper with a segmented line across the middle. (See Appendix
page%).

Procedure: 1. With students seated at a table with paper and checkers in front of
them, the teacher says ..lltl YUi remember Ta,tcir Turtle?
listen \thlle I sa)' his name ataln...
2. Teacher says ..lay" (teacher holds up one finger) '"I«" (teacher
holds up second finger).
3. Next the teacher says "'let"s use oor chocken tel MY.lt•Mc:ive-lt
mlh Ta,tcir Jurt1e•s name...
4. Teacher models moving the checkers along the line (left to right)
representing the number of syllables while saying "/Jay/" ../k;r/"
../Tur/" "'/Ue/".
5. Continue by using two syllable student names.
6. In subsequent sessions use other words (Example: apple, elephant,
pizza, grandmother, window, bicycle, playground).
Group size: Small or individual.

Source: Majsterek, D. & Brown, L. (1995).
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Som1d Segmentation

Sounds in Words
(phonemes in words)
Objective: Students will illustrate the number and location of sounds in a spoken
word by moving a checker into connected squares, placed to denote
the letter sounds in a particular word.
Materials:

Picture cards (See Appendix page 40).
Cards with boxes drawn on it that are connected. The number of
boxes corresponds to the number of phonemes in a target word
represented by the picture.
Checkers - the same number as there are boxes.
See Appendix page 40 for word lists.

Procedure: 1. Teacher places a picture card above a card with connected boxes on
it. (Boxes are the same number as phonemes in the picture word)
2. Teacher slowly says the word ( fxample: ../th/1/k:•) as she/he
models moving a checker into each box (left to right) as each sound
is said.
3. The child takes over the process of articulating the word and moving
the checkers in boxes corresponding to word sounds.
Group size: Individual, small.

NOTE:

Start with 2, then 3, then 4 phoneme words as the skill develops.
This task can be used unassisted after children become more fluent.

Source: Elkonin, D.E., (1973).
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Sound Segmentation

Llsten, Usten To My Word
(phonemes in words)
Objective: Students will segment the individual sounds in words used in a song
format.
Materials: Know the tune to "Twinkle, Twinkle, Little Star".
Procedure: Teacher models singing the following words to the tune of "Twinkle,
Twinkle, Utile Star".

Usten. Usten
Tfl my wcird
lhen tell me all the

SClunds YOO heard: "mat"
(slowly say the word, then wait for a child to say the sounds, then
continue)

..,m1.. Is ooe SClund
../a/" Is two
..,f/.. Is last In '"mat"
lt°S true.

Usten. Usten
Tfl my wcird
Then tell me all the soonds yoo heard: '"boot"
(slowly say the word, then wait for a child to say the sounds, then
continue)

../b/" Is floe soond
../fl/" Is lwfl
'"/fl" Is last In ..boot"
lt"s true.

lhanks fflr llstenlnt
Tfl my w«ds
And telllnt all the SClunds YOO heard%
Group size: Large, small
NOTE:
It is best to start with no more than three (3) phoneme words, although
this song is easily adapted to words with only two phonemes as well as
larger words. Only invariant sound graphemes should be used.
Source: Yopp, H.K., (1992).
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Sound Segmentation

Listening
(phonemes in words)
Objective:

The student will show his ability to differentiate phonemes within a
word by counting them.

Materials:

Optional: picture cards depending on the words used. (See Appendix
page 40).
See Appendix for word list.

Procedure:

1. Teacher says, "Usten w the SClUllds In this word".
2. Teacher says the word low as "/1/ /()/"• articulating each sound
slowly.
3. Teacher directs the students to hold up a finger for each sound

they hear. "AS I '-IY Uie word. IHJkl DP a Dneer eat:h Ume
YflU hear YflU a different Sflund"
4. Teacher asks "tlflW many Sflunds did

we hear'l"

Group size: Large, small.

NOTE: It is best to start from easier two phoneme words, then work toward harder,
three, four, etc. phoneme words.
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Sound Blending

In the Sound Blending section students are expected to
blend individual phonemes to form a recognizable word. The
teacher achieves this by using slowly enunciated words in a
song and game format.
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Sound Blending

Secret Word
(onset-rime)
Objective:

The student will demonstrate their ability to blend by listening to a word
articulated slowly and then saying the word put together.

Materials:

None

Procedure: 1. Teacher says, "I will say the wvrd In a seaet oode. Usten
carefully...

2. Teacher uses the onset-rime method to slowly say the word. /p/

Ian/.
3. Teacher says, 1he wtird Is pan.
4. Teacher says, "NllW Hsten lthlle I say aoother wvrd the same
way." Teacher uses the onset-rime method to slowly say the word
Isl
/and/.
5. Teacher calls on a child to say the word. .. MIU. wllat wtird did
)'()U hear'l"
4. Child says the word.
Group size: Large or small.
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Sound Blending

Secret Code
(the first part of the word plus the final sound)
Objective: The student will demonstrate their ability to blend sounds by listening to
a word articulated slowly, then saying it put together.
Materials:

None

Procedure: 1. Teacher says "I ,rill say a wu-d In secret cooe. Usten
carefully. H yoo think knew what the wu-d Is. raise YClDr
hand."
2. Teacher uses the onset-rime method to break up the word.
Example:
/pa/
/n/
3. Teacher chooses a student to say the word.
4. Student says the word.
Group size: Large or small.
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Sound Blending

Game:
Objective:

"What am I thinking of"
(phonemes to words)
Students identify the name of a picture when given only the word
"sounded out" as a clue.

Materials:

Picture cards (See Appendix page 40).
Pocket Chart

Procedure:

1. Teacher places a picture card into the pocket chart facing away
from the children.
2. The teacher tells the class 6TH elve Y4lD SCJIJNl dues aoout the
pldllre that is turned aroond SCJ yoo can't see It. I l+ill
oob' say the soonds In the 4Jrder that they are written and
Y4lD see If Y4lD can euess \that It Is."
3. The Teacher says "Tm thlnklne 4lf a bu!", or
any other category that matches the hidden picture card.
4. The Teacher says the word slowly articulating each of the sounds
separately. (fxample: ../a/n/V").
5. The student blends the sounds together to discover the hidden
picture.
6. The student gets to hold correctly guessed picture cards.
7. Game is over when all pictures are guessed.

NOTE:

After initially presenting the format of this game to children, those
who choose to, can play the part of the teacher.
VARIATION: Use of different categories of picture cards to match familiar items or
units of study.
Group size:

Large, small, pairs, or individual.

Source: Yopp, H.K., (1992).
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Sound Blending

Grab Bag
(phonemes to words)
Objective: Studenls will blend letters of an object that is articulated by a teacher or
student.
Materials:

Grab Bag (bag that has a draw string to close and conceal what's
inside).
Items to use for guessing. (Anything that fils inside will do)

Procedure: 1. Teacher conceals an item inside the Grab Bag.
2. Teacher articulates the word slowly emphasizing each sound.
(txalllPle blat:k ..s/fl/k", « ftly '"d/u/k").
3. Children take turns blending the sounds together until their guess is
correct.
4. Game is over when all items have been guessed.
Group size: Large, small, and pairs.

NOTE:

Once this activity is learned the studenls can use independently.

Some possible items could be: stuffed animals, vegetables, a block, a book, small
pieces of clothing (i.e., hat, glove, shoe), a picture, and small toys (i.e., marble, car,
plane).

Source: Yopp, H.K., (1992).
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Sound Blending

Shout It Out
(phonemes to words)
Objective:

Students will demonstrate their ability to blend a segmented word into
a whole by shouting the word.

Materials:

Know the tune to "If You're Happy and You Know It, Clap Your
Hands".

Procedure:

1. Teacher sings the following verse to the tune of "If You're Happy
and You Know It, Clap Your Hands".
If YOO think YOO knVW this w«d. slNlut It CJUU
If YCJU think YCJU koow this w«d. shoot It CJUU
If YCJU think YOO koow this w«d.
Then teU me what YW've heard.
If YCJU think YCJU knCJW this w«d. shoot It ClUU

2. Teacher says a segmented word such as "/k/•/a/•/t/".
3. Children respond by shouting the blended word.
4. Verses are repeated several times with the teacher changing the
stimulus item as desired.
5. Children contribute the segmented sounds for their peers to blend.
Group size:

Large, individual.

Source: Yopp, H.K. (1992).
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Sound Substitution

In the Sound Substitution section students are expected to
substitute initial sounds of words with other sounds. The
teacher achieves this through the use of songs, story based
activities or games.
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Sowid Substitution

Initial Sound
Objective: Studenls will show their ability to manipulate sounds by replacing the
beginning sounds in the song "Happy Birthday" with targeted sounds.
Materials:

Know the tune to "Happy Birthday".

Procedure: 1. Teacher models singing the "Happy Birthday" song replacing initial
phonemes.

llappy
13appy
llappy
13appy

lllrUlday oo boo
lllrUJday oo boo
131rUlday dear oo boo
lllrUlday bl bool

2. Studenls follow the teacher's lead and sing the same verse.
3. Studenls initiate sounds and take turns leading.
Group size: Large
NOTE:

This can be used on a studenls birthday in order to personalize the
"Birthday Song". Replace the initial sound with the first sound of the
child's name.

Source: Yopp, H.K., (1992).
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Sound Substitution

Initial sound
"A Song That We Can Sing"
Objective: Students will substitute beginning sounds in the words in a refrain of a
song.
Materials:

Know the tune to the section of the song "I've Been Working on the
Railroad" that begins "Someone's in the kitchen with Dinah".

Procedure: 1. Teacher models singing the following words to the tune of
"Someone's in the kitchen with Dinah" from the song "I've Been
Working on the Railroad".
I have a WIii that we ran slnt
I haw a wnt that we ran sin!!
I have a 5()11! that we ran slnt
It IH)eS ltlntethlnt like thhi:
llefraln:
fe•H-flddl)'-1"()
fe•fl-flddly•I"()"()"()"()
fe•fl•flddlY-1-oocloo
!lllow try It with the ../z/" sound!
~fraln:
Ze-Zl•llddly-l"()
Ze-Zl•ZlddlY-1-()"()"()"()
Ze•Zl•ZlddlY-l-00000
!II/ow try It with the ..,hr/" sound!
~fraln:
13re•llrl•llrlddlY-1"()
13re•l3rl•llrlddly•I"()"()"()"()
13re·l3rl·llrlddlY-l-oocloo
!II/ow try It With the ../th/" sound:
~fraln:
Che-Chl•thlddly•I"()
Che-thl-ChlddlY-1-()"()"()"()
the-Chl-thlddly-l-00000
Che-thl-Chlddly-l"()
2. Students join in.
3. Students take turns leading and choosing sounds.
Group size: Large

C

NOTE:

The song can continue on, using many different sounds.

Source: Yopp, H.K.S. (1992).
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Sound Substitution

Initial Sound
"Old MacDonald Had a Farm" old song, new version
Objective: Students will demonstrate their ability to manipulate sounds by
replacing the sounds of words in the refrain of a song with a targeted
sound.
Materials:

Know the tune and words in the song "Old MacDonald Had a Farm".

Procedure: 1. Teacher models singing the song "Old MacDonald Had a Farm" and
changing the sounds in the refrain.
2. Start with original verse;
«d Miff:llmald had a fann
te•leh. ee·lth. mt
Md on this fann he had a l:lutk
te•lth, ee•lth. mt
With a quac:k-quac:k here, and a quac:k-quatk there

fiere a quatk, there a quac:k, eveo,tttere a quac:k-quac:k
Ud Macl)ooald had a fann
le·lth. ee·lth, ooi
3. Then second verse, insert changes;
Ud Miff:l)()nald had a fann

13e•lth. 13e·lth. bdd
Mid on this Jann he had a tclw
lle•lth, lle•lth. bd1t
With a moo-moo here, and a moo-moo there
fiere a moo. there a moo. eveo,there a moo-moo
«d Miff:l)()nald had a fann
lle•lth. 13e·lth. boM
4. Additional verses can be added.
5. Children initiate sounds and take turns leading.
Group size: Large

Source: Yopp, (1992).
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Sound Substitution

Initial Sound
"Fun With Sounds"
Objective: Students will demonstrate their ability to manipulate sounds by
replacing the words in the song "Happy Birthday" with sounds.
Materials:

Know the tune to the song "Happy Birthday".

Procedure: 1. Teacher models singing sounds to the tune of "Happy Birthday".
Ila pa papa
Ila pa papa
llapa pa pa
Ila pa papa

pa
pa
pa
pa

pa
pa
pa pa
pa

2. Students join in and continue singing the song using other sounds.
(Example; t.a t.a tat.a t.a. la la lala la)
3. Students choose sounds to use and take turns leading.

Group size: Large

Source: Yopp, H.K., (1992).
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Sound Substitution

Activity "Sound of the Day"
(intital sound)
Objective:

Students will show their ability to manipulate sounds by recognizing
their own names: saying "tlere.. and modeling after their teacher when
she/he says their name in a "new" way.

Materials:

None

Procedure: 1. Teacher asks the children to select the "Sound of the Day" (letter
sound they want to use today).
2. When attendance is taken, each child's name is said with the target
sound in place of the usual one (Example: If the sound was "/!/"•
Peter would be "6et.er" and Sam would be '"C,am").
3. The teacher may want to encourage each child to experiment saying
their own or their neighbor's names this way.
Group size: Large.
NOTE:

This theme can be carried on through out the day any time children's
names are used.
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Sound Substitution

Story Improvising

Objective:

Studenls will show their ability to duplicate a pattern in word sounds by
replacing the words in a story with ones that rhyme.

Materials:

Book "I Can't", Said the Ant by Cameron, P.
Post it pages to cover existing words with those a child chooses.
See Appendix page 97 for other books.

Procedure: 1. Teacher reads the book "I Can't", Said the Ant.
2. Studenls replace words in the story with other rhyming words to
create their own story. Example: instead of the author's "Don't
break her!" said the shaker, a child might choose to use "Don't
break
her,' said the baker."
3. Teacher writes the student's choice of word on a post-it and covers
the existing word.
4. Teacher takes turns reading each child's version of the story.
Group size: Large, small

Source: Yopp, H.K., (1995).
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Name
Alligator
Bear
Beaver
Camel
Cat

Cow
Dinosaur
Dog

Duck
Elephant
Fish
Frog
Giraffe
Goat
Hippopotamus
Horse
Kangaroo
Lamb
Lion
Moose
Mouse
Octopus

Pig
Quail
Rabbit
Rooster
Snake
Turkey
Turtle
Walrus
Zebra
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•

BU6S <l
INSECTS
Name

Ant

•

Bumble Bee
Butterfly
Caterpillar
Dragon Fly

Fly
Grasshopper
Lady Bug
Mosquito
Moth
Spider
Worm

Yellow Jacket

•

88

TR$ANSPORTATI0N
Name
Airplane
Boat

Bicycle

B~s
CaJ!c
Train

Truck
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Read-Aloud Books
for
Developing Phonological Awareness
Sound Matching Skill (rhyme, alliteration, initial sound, substitution, blending,
isolation)
Brown, M. W. (1993) Four fur feet, New York: Doubleday.
Butler, J., & Schade, S. (1958). / love you. goodnight New York: Simon and
Schuster.
Cameron, P. (1%1). "/can't" said the ant New York: Coward-McCann.
Carle, E. (1974).

NI about Arthur /an absolutely absurd ape}.

New York: Franklin

Watts.

Carter, D. (1990). More bugs in boxes. New York: Simon and Schuster.
Carter, D. (1992). Jinqle bugs. New York: Simon and Schuster.
de Regniers, B., Moore, E., White, M., & Carr, J. (1988). Sing a songofpopcom.
New York: Scholastic.
Deming, AG. (1994). Who is tapping at my window? New York: Penguin.
Ehlers, I. (1989). E.ating the alphabet· Fruits and vegetables from A to Z. San
Diego, CA: Harcourt Brace Jovanovich.
Emberley, B. (1992). One wide river to cross. Boston: Little, Brown.
Fortunata. (1%8). Catch a little fox. New York: Scholastic.
Langstaff, J. (1974). Oh. a-hunting we will go. New York: Atheneum.
Galdone, P. (1%8). HennyPennv. New York: Scholastic.
S. Kellogg's Chicken Little. (1985), published by Mulberry books, New York.
Geraghty, P. (1992). Stop that noise! New York: Crown.
Gordon, J. (1991). Six sleepy sheep. New York: Puffin Books.
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Hague, K (1984). Alphabears. New York: Henry Holt.
Hymes, L., & Hymes, J. (1964). Oodles of noodles. New York: Young Scott
Books.
Krauss, R. (1985). I can flv. New York: Golden Press.
Kuskin, K. (1990). Roar and more. New York: Harper Trophy.
Lewison, W. (1992). Buzz said the bee. New York: Scholastic.
Martin, B. (1974). Sounds of a powwow. New York: Holt, Tinehart, & Winston.
Marzollo, J. (1989). The teddv bear book. New York: Dial.
Obligado, L. (1983). Faint frogs fee.inqfeverish and other terrificaUv tantalizing
tongue twisters. New York: Viking.
Ochs, C. P. (1991). Moose on the loose. Minneapolis, MN: Caroirhoda Books.
Otto, C. (1991). Dinosaurchase. New York: Harper Trophy.
Parry, C. (1991). Zoomeranq-a-bomeranq: Poems to make vour bellvlauqh. New
York: Puffin Books.
Patz, N. (1963). Moses supposes his toeses are roses. San Diego, CA: Harcourt
Brace Jovanovich.
Pomerantz, C. (1993). If I had a paka. New York: Mulberry.
Prelutsky, J. (1982). The babv Uqqs are hatching. New York: Mulberry.
Prelutsky, J. (1989). Poems ofA. NannvMouse. New York: Alfred A Knopf.
Provenson, A., & Provenson, M. (1977). Old Mother Hubbard New York:
Random House.
Raffi. (1987). Down bvthe bav. New York: Crown.
Raffi. (1989). Tinqalavo. New York: Crown
Sendak, M. (1990). Affiqators aU around: An alphabet New York: Harper
Trophy.
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Shaw, N. (1989). Sheep on a ship. Boston: Houghton Mifflin.
Showers, P. (1991). The listening walk. New York: Harper Trophy.
Silverstein, S. (1964). A giraffe and a half. New York: HarperCollins.
Staines, B. (1989). All God's critters got a place in the choir. New York: Penguin.
Seuss, Dr. (1963). Dr. Seuss's ABC New York: Random House.
Seuss, Dr. (1965). Fox in socks. New York: Random House
Seuss, Dr. (1974). There's a wocket in mvpocket New York: Random House.
Talton, R. (1979). Zoophabets. New York: Scholastic.
Van Allsburg, C. The Z was zapped Boston: Houghton Mifflin.
Winthrop, E. (1986). Shoes. New York: Harper Trophy.

Yopp-Singer Test of Phoneme Segmentation

Student's name. ____________________

Date

Score (number correct),_ _ _ _ _ __
Directions: Today we're going to play a word game. I'm going to say a word and I want you to break
the word apart. You are going to tell me each sound in the word in order. For example, if I say "old,"
you should say /o/-/1/·/d/." (/ldministrator: Be sure to say the sounds, not the letters, in the word.)
Let's try a few together.
Practice items: (/lssist the child in segmenting these items as necessary.)

ride,

go,

man

Test items: (Circle those items that the student correctly segments; incorrect responses may be
recorded on the blank line following the item.)

1. dog

12. lay

2. keep

13. race

3. fine

14. zoo

4. no

15. three

5. she

16. job

6. wave

17. in

7. grew

18. ice

8. that

19. at

9. red

20. top

10. me

21. by

11. sat

22. do

The author, Hallie Kay Yopp, California State University, Fullerton, grants permission for this test to be reproduced. The author
acknowledges the contribution of the late Harry Singer to the development of this test.
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Words With the Same Initial Consonant Sound
12
baby
bag
ball
bat
bear
bed
bell
bib
bike
bird
boat
bone
book
bowl
boy
bunny
buns
button
f

cab
cabin
cage
cake
camel
can
candle
cane
cap
car
cat
coat
comb
cookie
cowboy
cup
cupboard
curl

g
deer
desk

dime
dish
dive
doctor
dog
doll
door
duck

f
face
fairy
fan
feather
feet
fence
finger
fire
fish
foot
five
fork
fox
g
game
garage
garden
gate
geese
gem
ghost
girl
goat
gorilla

guitar
gum
gypsy

h
hair
ham
hammer

hand
hat
heart
hen
hill
hoe
home
honey
hook
horn
horse
hose
house

i
jacket
jar
jeep
jet
jug

k
kangaroo
keg
ketchup
key
kite
kitten

!
ladder
lamb
lamp
leaf
lemon
letter
lion
log
m
magnet
man
map

mouse
mitten
moon
mug
!!.

nail
napkin
neck
needle
nest
nickel
nine
nose
nut
P.
pail
pea
peanut
penny
pie
pin
pony
purse
puzzle
g
quail
quarter
quart
quartz
queen
quill
quilt

robin
rocket
roof
rope
round
rug
§

sail saw
seal
seed
seven
sink
socks
soup
suit
sun

t
table
tail
taxi
teacher
teeth
telephone
television
ten
tent
tiger
tire
toe
tooth
towel
toy
turkey
typewriter

r
rabbit
radio
rake
rat
red
ribbon

y

vacuum
valentine
van
vase
vegetable
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:\!

vest
vine
violin
volcano
vulture
w
wagon
wall
water
web
weed
window
witch
wolf
wood
world
worm
ll
yak
yard
yarn
yawn
yeast
yellow
yew
yogurt
yoke
yolk
yo-yo
?;

zebra
zero
zigzig
zipper
zombie
zoo
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Words With the Same Final Consonant Sound
Q
cobweb
crab
cub
cube
knob
shrub
tub

g_
bed
bread
head
hood
lid
mud
red
road
seed
sled
toad

f
calf
chief
cuff
elf
giraffe
golf
hoof
knife
leaf
roof
scarf
shelf
sheriff
wolf

dog
elf
flag
frog
jug
keg
leg
log
mug
pig
plug
rug
tag
wig
zigzag

h
back
cook
chalk
chick
clock
desk
duck
hook
ink
mask
pink
rake
rock
sack
skunk
smoke
snake
stick
wink

pail
pencil
puzzle
saddle
sail
seal
shovel
table
turtle
whale
wheel
m
broom
clam
drum
flame
gum
jam
room
seam
worm

n
balloon
barn
can
fan
kitten
lion
mitten
pan
pen
plane
spoon
stone
train

!
g
bag
bug
catalog
dig

ball
bell
girl
nail
owl

Q

cup
hoop
jeep
lamp

mop
ship
soap
tulip
!

bear
car
chair
deer
hair
letter
star
tire
§.

boots
bus
cross
dress
glass
horse
pants
purse
walrus

!
ant
basket
bat
blanket
boat
cat
foot
heart
pocket
toast
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Words With the Same Medial Sound
(short vowel)
s!

and
ask
at
add
ant
back
bad
bat
black
cab
can
cap
cat
dad
fan
fat
fast
glad
had
hand
last
man
map
mat
nap
pan
pat
ran
sad
sat
sand
tan
tap
that
van
wag

beg
bet
best
den
get
help
hen
leg
let
men
met
net
next
peg
pen
pet
red
rest
set
sent
sled
tell
ten
then
vet
web
well
went
when
yes
yet

i
if
in
it
is

ill
g_

egg
end
bed

inch
itch
bib
big

bit
chick
did
dig
dim
fig
fish
him
his
kick
lid
lip
mix

pig
pin
rim
sin
six
tin
tip
this
whip
wig
win
with
zip
Q

ox
odd
bop
box
cob
cod
cop
cot
clock
doll
dot
drop
fog
fox

flock
got
hop
hot
lock
lot
mob
mop
not
pod
pop
rob
rock
rot
sob
sock
shop
spot
stop
top
trot
1!.

up
us
under
bun
bump
bus
but
cub
cup
cut
dug
duck
fun
gum
gun
hug
hum
hut
jug

jump
must
lunch
lump
mud
mug
much
must
nut
pup
rub
rug
run
sun
tub
truck
sum
such
sum
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2, 3, 4 PHONEME WORD LIST
Words taken from: Language Experiences in Reading, Level II, by Roach Van Allen
& Claryce Allen, Encyclopaedia Britannica Educational Corp., 1967.
2
a/m
a/s
a/t
a/te
b/all
b/e
bl/ue
b/oy
b/uy
b/y
d/o
ea/ch
ea/t
e/gg
f/ar
f/ew
g/o
gr/ow
h/e
h/ow
Vf
Vn
Vs
Vt
kn/ow
m/e
m/y
n/o
n/ow
off
o/ff
o/n
o/ne
o/ur
ou/t
ow/n
p/ay
s/ay
s/o
t/o

t/oo
t/wo
u/p
u/s
w/e
y/es
z/oo
3
al/s/o
a/n/d
a/n/y
a/s/k
a/w/ay
b/a/by
b/a/ck
b/e/d
be/f/ore
b/ee/n
b/Vg
b/oo/k
b/o/th
b/u/t
c/a/n
c/a/t
c/Vty
c/oa/t
c/o/me
c/ou/ld
c/o/w
c!u/t
d/Vd
d/oe/s
d/o/g
d/oo/r
dr/irl/k
dr/irl/k
e/n/d
e/v/er
f/Vne
f/Vre
f/Vve

f/o/r
f/ou/r
f/u/n
g/a/me
g/a/ve
g/e/t
g/ir/1
g/Vve
gl/a/d
g/oe/s
g/oo/d
g/o/t
gr/a/r)e
gr/ee/n
h/a/d
h/ar/d
h/a/s
h/a/t
h/a/ve
h/ea/d
h/el/p
h/ear/d
h/el/p
h/Vm
h/1/s
h/o/me
h/o/pe
h/o/t
h/ou/se
h/ur/t
Vt/s
k/ee/p
1/au/gh
1/e/t
1/igh/t
1/Vke
1/Vve
1/o/ng
1/oo/k
m/a/de
m/a/ke

m/a/n
m/e/n
m/il/k
m/o/re
m/u/ch
n/a/me
n/1/ght
n/o/ne
n/lo/t
n/o/w
oNd
o/p/en
o/v/er
p/a/ss
p/as/t
p/e/t
p/Vck
p/Vg
pl/a/ce
p/u/t
qu/Vck
qu/Vet
r/aVn
r/a/n
r/ea/d
r/e/d
r/Vde
r/igh/t
r/oo/m
r/u/n
s/Vde
s/Vt
s/Vx
sl/ee/p
s/oo/n
st/ar/t
st/o/p
st/or/y
s/u/n
t/a/ke
t/Vme

t/o/ld
t/oo/k
t/ow/n
th/a/n
th/a/t
th/elm
th/e/n
th/e/se
th/r/ee
v/er/y
w/an/t
w/a/s
w/a/sh
w/ee/k
w/e/ll
w/1/ll
w/Vsh
wr/Vte
wh/e/n
y/ar/d
y/eWow
y/e/s
y/ou/r
4
a/b/ou/t
a/f/t/er
aNon/g
al/w/ay/s
b/a/b/y
b/e/tt/er
c/Vt/y
d/a/dd/y
f/a/th/er
f/ou/n/d
fr/ie/n/d
f/u/nn/y
h/app/y
j/u/m/p
j/u/s/t
k/1/n/d
1/a/s/t
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4

Ve/flt
Ve/tt/er
Vi/tt/Ie
m/o/n/ey
m/or/n/ing
m/o/tb/er
n/e/v/er
o/f/t/en
p/a/p/er
p/eo/p/le
pr/e/tt/y
qu/i/e/t
r/ea/d/y
r/ou/n/d
s/e/v/en
s/Vee/p
s/t/ar/t
s/t/or/y
s/u/mm/er
t/ea/ch/er
t/o/d/ay
tb/a/n/k
u/n/d/er
z/1/pp/er
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PHONOGRAM LIST
Words in the speaking vocabularies of primary grade children; phonogram
groupings based on "Vocabulary of Rhymes." Webster's Collegiate Dictionary, G. &
C. Merriam Co.
ab - cab, crab, dab, jab scab, stab
able - table, stable
ace - ace, brace, grace, lace, place, race, space, trace
ack - back, black, crack, jack, lack, pack, quack, rack, stack, shack, smack, snack,
stack,
tack, track
ack - back, black, crack, jack, lack, pack, quack, rack, shack, smack, snack, stack,
tack, track
act - act, fact
ad - bad, dad, fad, glad, had, lad, mad, pad, sad
ade - blade, fade, made, shade, spade, trade, wade
afe - safe
ag - bag, drag, flag, gag, rag, sag, snag, tag, wag,
age, - age, cage, page, sage, stage
aid - aid, braid, maid, afraid, laid, paid
ail - ail, fail, frail, hail, jail, mail, nail, pail, quail, rail, sail, snail, tail, trail, wail
ain - brain, chain, drain, gain, grain, lain, main, pain, plain, rain, sprain, stain, train
aint - faint, paint, quaint, saint
air - air, chair, fair, hair, pair, stair
ait - bait, wait
ake - bake, brake, cake, flake, lake, make, rake, shake, snake, stake, take, wake,
mistake
ale - ale, bale, gale, male, scale, stale, tale, whale
alf - half, calf
alk - balk, chalk, stalk, talk, walk
all - ball, call, fall, hall, small, stall, tall, wall
all - shall
am - cram, dam, ham, jam, slam, swam
amb-lamb
ame - blame, came, dame, flame, game, lame, name, same, shame, tame
amp - camp, clamp, cramp, damp, lamp, ramp, stamp, tamp, tramp
an - an, bran, can, fan, man, pan, plan, ran, span, tan, than, ran
and - and, band, brand, grand, hand, land, sand, stand
anned - canned, fanned, planned, tanned
andle - candle, handle
ane - lane, pane, plane, cane
ange - arrange, change, range, strange
ank - bank, blank, crank, drank, frank, plank, rank, sank, spank, tank, thank
ant - ant, pant, plant, slant
ant-want
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ap - cap, chap, clap, gap, lap, map, nap, sap, scrap, tap, trap, wrap
ape - ape, cape, grape, nape, scrape, shape, tape
ar - bar, car, far, jar, mar, scar, star, tar
arch - arch, march, starch
ard - card, guard, hard, lard, yard
are - bare, care, dare, fare, glare, pare, scare, share, snare, square,
arge - charge, large
ark - ark, bark, dark, lark, mark, park, shark, spark
arm - alarm, arm, charm, farm, harm
am - barn, dam, yarn
arp - harp, sharp
art - art, cart, chart, heart, part, smart, start, tart
arry - carry, marry, tarry
ase - base, case, chase, vase
ash - ash, cash, clash, crash, dash, flash, gash, hash, mash, rash, sash, smash,
splash, trash
ask - ask, mask, task
ass - brass, class, glass, lass, mass, pass, grass
ast - blast, haste, paste, taste, waste
at - at, bat, cat, chat, fat, bat, hat, mat, pat, rat, sat, that, vat
atch - batch, catch, hatch, latch, patch, scratch, snatch
ate - ate, date, gate, hate, late, mate, plate, rate, skate, slate, state
ath - bath, path, lath
attle - battle, cattle, rattle, tattle
aught - caught, taught
ause - because, pause, cause
ave - behave, brave, cave, gave, pave, rave, save, shave, wave
aw - caw, claw, draw, flaw, gnaw, jaw, law, paw, raw, slaw, squaw, straw, taw, thaw
awk - hawk, squawk
awl - bawl, crawl, shawl, scrawl
awn - dawn, drawn, lawn, yawn
ay - bay, bray, clay, day, dray, gay, gray, hay, jay, lay, may, pay, play, ray, say,
spray, stay, tray, sway
ayed - played, sprayed, prayed
ea - flea, pea, sea, tea
each - beach, bleach, each, peach, preach, reach, teach
ead - bread, dead, head, lead, read, thread
ead - bead, lead, plead
eak - break, steak
eal - deal, heal, meal, seal, squeal, steal, veal
earn - beam, dream, gleam, scream, steam, stream, team
ean - bean, clean, lean, mean, wean
eap - cheap, heap, leap, reap
ear - clear, dear, ear, fear, hear, near, rear, smear, appear
earn - earn, learn
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ease - please, tease
east - east, feast, least, yeast,
east - breast
eat - beat, cheat, eat, heat, meat, neat, peat, seat, treat, wheat
eek - check, deck, neck, peck, speck, wreck
ed - bed, fed, led, shed, sled, wed
edge - edge, hedge, ledge
ee - gee, free, knee, see, three, tree
eed - bleed, deed, feed, need, seed, speed, tweed, weed
eek - cheek, creek, meek, peek, seek, week
eel - eel, feel, heel, kneel, peel, reel, steel, wheel
een -seem
een - green, keen, queen, screen
eep - creep, deep, keep, peep, sheep, sleep, sweep, weep
eer - beer, cheer, deer, steer
eet - beet, feet, meet, sheet, sleet
eeze - breeze, freeze, sneeze, wheeze
eft - left, theft
eg - beg, leg, peg
eld - held, weld
elf - elf, self, shelf
ell - bell, cell, fell, hell, sell, shell, smell, spell, tell well, yell, swell
elp - help, yelp
elt - belt, felt, melt
em - gem, hem, stem, them
en - den, hen, men, then, when, wren
ence - fence
ench - bench, drench, wrench, wench
end - bend, blend, end, lend, mend, send, spend, tend
ent - bent, cent, dent, lent, vent, sent, spent, tent, went
ept - crept, kept, slept, wept, swept
er - her
erry - berry, cherry, ferry, merry
esk- desk
esh - flesh, fresh, mesh
ess - bless, chess, dress, guess, less, mess, press
est - best, blest, chest, guest, nest, pest, rest, test, vest, west
et - bet, get, jet, met, net, pet, set, wet, yet
etter - better, letter, setter, wetter
ib - bib, crib, fib, rib
ice - dice, ice, lice, nice, price, rice, slice, spice, twice
ick - brick, chick, click, kick, lick, nick, pick, quick, sick, stick, thick, trick, wick
id - bid, did, hid, kid, lid, rid, skid, slid
ide - bride, glide, guide, hide, ride side, slide, tide, wide
idge - bridge, ridge
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ie - die, pie, tie
ief - brief, chief, grief, thief
ife - fife, knife, life, wife
ift - drift, gift, lift, sift, swift
ig - big, dig, fig, pig, twig, wig
igh - sign, design
ike - hike, like, pike, spike, strike, alike
ild - child, mile, wild
ile - file, mile, pile, smile, tile, while
ilk - mile, silk
ill - bill, chill, dill, drill, fill, grill, hill, ill, kill, mill, skill, spill, still, thrill, will
im - dim, him, rim, skim, trim, slim
ime - chime, crime, dime grime, lime, prime, time
imp - imp, limp, shrimp
in - bin, chin, din, fin gin, grin, in, pin, sin, skin, spin, thin, tin, twin, win
ince - mince, prince, quince, since
inch - finch, inch, pinch, winch
ind - bind, blind, find, grind, hind, kind, mind, wind
i-wind
ine - dine, fine, line, mine, nine, pine, shine, spine, swine, tine, twine, vine, whine,
wine
ing - bring, cling, ding, king, ping, ring, sing, sling, spring, sting, string, swing, thing,
wing, wring
ink - blink, brink, drink, ink, kink, link, pink, shrink, sink, stink, think, wink
int - flint, glint, hint, lint, mint, print, splint, squint, tint
ip - chip, clip, dip, drip, flip, grip, hip, lip, nip, rip, ship, sip, skip, slip, snip, strip, tip,
trip, whip
ipe - pipe, ripe, snipe, stripe, swipe, wipe
ire -bird, third
ire - fire, hire, spire, tire, wire
irl - girl, twirl, swirl, whirl
irt - dirt, flirt, shirt, skirt, squirt
is - his, is
ish - dish, fish, wish
isk - brisk, disk, risk
iss - hiss, kiss, miss
ist - fist, list, mist, twist, wrist
it - bit, fit, grit, hit, kit, lit, mitt, pit, quit, sit, slit, spit, wit, knit
ite - bite, kite, site, spite, white, write
ive - dive, five, hive, live, strive, thrive, arrive
ive - give, live
ix - fix, mix six
ize - prize, size
oach - coach, poach, roach
oad - load, road, toad
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oaf - loaf, oaf
oak - cloak, oak, soak
oal - coal, foal, shoal
oan - loan, moan, roan
oap-soap
oar - boar, roar, soar
oast - boast, coast, roast, toast
oat - boat, coat, float, goat, gloat, oat, throat
oard - board, hoard
ob - bob, cob, job, knob, mob, rob, sob
obe - globe, robe
ock - block, clock, cock, crock, dock, flock, frock, knock, lock, rock, smock, sock,
stock
od - clod, cod, God, not, pod, prod, rod, sod
ode - code, rode
odge - dodge, lodge
oe - doe, foe, hoe, toe
oft - loft, oft, soft
og - bog, cog, dog, fog, frog, hog, log
oice - choice, voice, rejoice
oil - boil, broil, coil, foil, oil, soil, spoil, toil
oin - coin, join
oise - noise, poise
oke - broke, choke, coke, joke, poke, smoke, spoke, stoke, woke
old - bold, cold, fold, gold, hold, mold, sold, told
ole - hole, mole, pole, sole, stole, whole
oil - roll, stroll, toll
olt - bolt, colt, jolt
ome - dome, home,
on - son, ton, won
ond - blond, bond, fond, pond
one - bone, cone, lone, stone, throne, tone, zone, along
one - done, none, one
ong - along, gong, long, prong, song, strong, throng, wrong
ood - good, hood, stood, wood
off - hoof, roof, proof
ook - book, brook, crook, hook, look, shook, took
ool - cool, drool, fool, pool, school, spool, tool
oom - bloom, boom, broom. Gloom, groom. Loom
oon - coon, moon, noon, spoon, soon
oop - coop, droop, fool, pool school spool, tool
oom - bloom, boom, broom, gloom, groom, loom
oon - coon, croon, moon, noon, spoon, soon
oop - coop, droop, hoop, loop, scoop, stoop, swoop, troop
oor - door, floor
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oose - goose, moose, loose, noose
ose - chose, close, nose, pose, rose, those
cot - boot, hoot, loot, shoot, toot
op - chop, crop, drop, flop, hop, lop, mop, pop, prop. Shop, slop, sop, stop, top
ope - hope, mope, rope, slope
ore - bore, core, fore, score, shore, snore, sore, store, swore, tore wore
ork - cork, fork, pork, stork
orm - form, storm
om - born, com, horn, mom, scorn, thorn
ort - short, sort, fort, port, sport
ass - boss, cross, loss, moss, toss, across
ost - cost, frost, lost
ost - host, most, post
ot - blot, cot, dot, got, hot, jot, knot, lot, not, pot, plot rot, shot, trot, tot
ate - note, quote, rote, vote
oth - broth, cloth, moth
oth- both
ouch - couch, crouch, ouch, pouch, slouch
oud - cloud, loud, proud, shroud
ough - rough, tough, enough
ough-dough
ought - bought, brought, fought, ought, sought, thought, wrought
out- foul
oul - soul
ould - could, should would
ould- mould
ound - bound, found, ground, hound, mound, pound, round, sound, wound
aunt - count, mount, amount
our - flour, hour, our, scour, sour
our - four
ouse - blouse, house, louse, mouse
out - about, out, pout, scout, snout, spout, stout, trout
ove- clove, cove, drove, grove, stove
ave - dove, glove, love, shove, above
ow - blow, bow, crow, flow, glow, grow, know, low, mow, row, show, slow, snow,
stow, throw
ow - bow, brow, cow, how, mow, plow, prow, scow, sow, yow, allow
owl - fowl, growl, howl, owl, prowl, scrawl
own - brown, flown, grown, known, mown, own, shown, sown
ox - box, fox, ox
oy - boy, coy, joy, toy
oze - doze, froze
ub - club, cub, grub, hub, scrub, shrub, stub, tub
ube - lube, tube
uch - much, such
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uck - chuck, cluck, duck, luck, puck, stuck, shuck, suck, truck, tuck
ud - bud, mud, cud, thud
udge - budge, grudge, judge, nudge, smudge
uff - bluff, cuff, gruff, snuff, stuff, puff
ug - bug, drug, dug, hug, jug, mug, plug, rug, smug, snug, tug
ule - mule, yule
ull - dull, gull, hull, skull
ull - bull, full, pull
um - drum, gum, hum, plum, rum, scrum, slum, strum, sum
umb - crumb, dumb, numb, plumb, thumb
umble - bumble, fumble, humble, jumble, mumble, rumble, stumble, tumble
ump - bump, dump, hump, jump, lump, plump, pump, rump, slump, stump, thump,
trump
un - bun, dun, fun, gun, nun, pun, run, spun, stun, sun
unch - bunch, crunch, hunch, lunch, munch, punch, scrunch
und-fund
une - june, tune, prune
ung - clung, flung, hung, lung, rung, slung, sprung, strung, sung, swung, strung
unk - bunk, chunk, drunk, hunk, junk, punk, shrunk, skunk, spunk, sunk, trunk
unny- bunny, funny, sunny
unt - blunt, bunt grunt, hunt, punt, runt, stunt
up - cup, pup, sup, up
ur - blur, cur, fur, spur
ure - cure, pure, sure
urn - burn, churn, spurn, turn, urn, return
u~e-curse,nu~e,pu~e
urt - hurt, spurt
us - bus, plus, us
ush - blush, brush, crush, flush, gush, hush, mush, plush, rush, slush, thrush
ush - push, bush
usk - dusk, husk, tusk
uss, fuss, muss
ust - bust, crust, dust, just, must, rust trust
uy- buy
uzz - buzz, fuzz

l

TIC TAC
BIN60
SH££TS
Name
Animals
Birds
Flowers
Toys

Please note: The tic tac bingo sheets were redacted due to copyright concerns.
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CHAPTERS
SUMMARY

No other skill taught during a child's school career has as much impact on the
success or failure that follows than learning to read. If a child does not learn to read
accurately, automatically, and quickly, it could be a stumbling block in their path in
every subject they encounter. Since the beginning of schools, educators have dealt
with the aspect of reading failure in their students and have pondered when, how
and what to do about it.
Research into the teaching of reading has revealed insights that have translated
into techniques for teaching. Certain phonological skills have been pin pointed as
necessary to successful reading and spelling. There are those who would wait to
give children the opportunity to pick up the needed skills on their own. Few would
dispute the advantages of a literature rich environment, but for many this is not
enough. Such children will have continued difficulty with reading and spelling
unless they master the skills associated with phonics instruction.
There are those programs that seek to remediate reading problems. Even
though some on a small scale have met with success, the overall picture is
disheartening. The National Assessment of Education Progress (NAEP), in its 1994
report tracking performance of American students in core academic subjects, reports
that 42 percent of the fourth graders were reading at a "below basic" level.
The chain of events that follows failure at reading often leads to failure in other
areas of life; emotional, social, cognitive. One tearful child is quoted in the literature
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as saying "reading is everything".
After reviewing the related literature, this author recommends teaching the
needed phonological awareness skills to every child, early on, before the onset of
reading instruction. Even though teaching phonological awareness is just one
element on the road to success in reading, it eliminates one ingredient that could
impede the goal of success for all.
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